
QUALIFYING EXAM: APPLIED ALGEBRA Spring 2007The problems will ount approximately the same. They will make up 60% of the wholeexam. They are not neessarily ordered in degree of diÆulty.1. Let B be the matrix given by B = 24 2 3 11 1 127 0 335, and let V = C3 be an irreduibleG-module for a �nite group G, with g 2 G ating via the matrix Ag on V . LetC = 1jGjPg AgBA�1g .(a) Calulate Tr(C), where Tr is the usual trae.(b) Calulate C.2. Let G be a �nite group, and let p = P�gg be a minimal idempotent in the simpleomponent of CG labeled by �. Let d� be the dimension of a simple G-module onwhih p ats nonzero.(a) What is the dimension of the spae pCSn? What is �reg(p), where �reg is theharater of the left-regular representation.(b) Calulate the oeÆient �1.3. (a) Expand the produt of Shur funtions s�s[12℄ into a linear ombination of Shurfuntions for all Young diagrams � with three boxes.(b) Deompose the simple S5-module V[3;2℄ into a diret sum of simple S3�S2-modules,with S3 permuting the letters f1; 2; 3g and S2 permuting the letters f4; 5g.() Determine the deomposition of V[3;2℄ as a diret sum of simple S3-modules anddetermine the struture (i.e. deomposition into simple matrix algebras) of the om-mutant of the S3 ation on V[3;2℄ (where S3 denotes the subgroup of S5 leaving f4gand f5g �xed).4. Let � be an (n� 1)-yle in Sn (e.g. (12) in S3).(a) Calulate all Sn haraters of an (n� 1)-yle for n = 3; 4.(b) Determine all Young diagrams � with n boxes for whih ��(�) 6= 0, for all n 2 N.5. Consider the ideal I generated by the polynomials x3 � y2 + 1; x3 + y2 + z2 � 1 andy2 + yz � 1.(a) Calulate a Gr�obner basis for the lexiographial order x > y > z.(b) Calulate all the solutions given by the ommon zeros of the generating polyno-mials, i.e. alulate the variety V (I) of I.6. Let G = Z=3 at on a two dimensional vetor spae as a diagonal matrix with diagonalentries being ��1, where � = e2�i=3.(a) Find a system of generators for k[x; y℄G.(b) Calulate the Hilbert series for k[x; y℄G.() Find at least one relation among the generators in (a). Give a preise desriptionhow you would �nd all possible relations (you need not arry out the alulations).


